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ALGEBRAIC REDUCED GENUS ONE GROMOV-WITTEN
INVARIANTS FOR COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS IN
PROJECTIVE SPACES
SANGHYEON LEE AND JEONGSEOK OH
Abstract. In [17, 18], Zinger defined reduced Gromov-Witten (GW)
invariants and proved a comparison theorem of standard and reduced
genus one GW invariants for every symplectic manifold (with all di-
mension). In [3], Chang and Li provided a proof of the comparison
theorem for quintic Calabi-Yau 3-folds in algebraic geometry by taking
a definition of reduced invariants as an Euler number of certain vector
bundle. In [5], Coates and Manolache have defined reduced GW invari-
ants in algebraic geometry following the idea by Vakil and Zinger in [14]
and proved the comparison theorem for every Calabi-Yau threefold. In
this paper, we prove the comparison theorem for every (not necessar-
ily Calabi-Yau) complete intersection of dimension 2 or 3 in projective
spaces by taking a definition of reduced GW invariants in [5].
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1. Introduction
Throughout the paper, we will work over the base field C. Let Q be
a smooth projective variety. The moduli space of stable maps Mg,kpQ, dq
carries a canonical virtual fundamental class rM g,kpQ, dqs
vir of virtual di-
mension c1pTQq X d ` p1 ´ gqpdimQ ´ 3q ` k. For a cohomology class α of
Qk :“ Qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆQ, Q0 :“ SpecC, one can define a GW invariant
GWg,dpαq :“
ż
rMg,kpQ,dqsvir
ev˚α P Q
1
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where ev : Mg,kpQ, dq Ñ Q
k is the evaluation morphism. We will de-
note GWg,dp1SpecCq by GWg,d for k “ 0, 1SpecC P H
0pSpecCq. A reduced
sublocus M
red
1,k pQ, dq Ă M1,kpQ, dq for g “ 1 is defined to be M1,kpQ, dq X
M
red
1,k pP
n, dq where M
red
1,k pP
n, dq is the closure of M1,kpP
n, dq Ă M1,kpP
n, dq.
Here, M1,kpP
n, dq is a moduli space of stable maps to Pn from a smooth do-
main curves. The reduced GW invariants GW red1,d and GW
red
1,d pαq are defined
to be an integration
GW red1,d pαq :“
ż
rM
red
1,k pQ,dqs
vir
ev˚α P Q
for some suitable choice of a class rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir with the virtual dimension
as the one of rMg,kpQ, dqs
vir. In symplectic geometry, the class rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir
is constructed to be a fundamental class of a deformed space of M
red
1,k pQ, dq
by Zinger in [18]. In [5], Coates and Manolache have constructed a vir-
tual class rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir P A˚pM
red
1,k pQ, dqqQ following the idea of Vakil and
Zinger in [14]. In this article, we will use the definition of rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir in
[5]. We will introduce a brief explanation of this definition in Section §1.1.
Our main result states the following:
Theorem 1.1. For a complete intersection Q Ă Pn in projective space and
α P H˚pQqk, we have
GW1,dpαq ´GW
red
1,d pαq “
"
0 dimQ “ 2,
2´c1pTQqXdrlines
24
GW0,dpαq dimQ “ 3,
where rlines is the Poincare´ dual of the hyperplane class in Q.
In symplectic side, there is a more general formula which compares GW1,dpαq
and GW red1,d pαq for all symplectic manifold Q with all dimensions proved by
Zinger in [17].
On the other hand, if Q Ă Pn is a complete intersection in Pn, by [11, 16,
15, 13], reduced invariants (in the sense of [18]) GW red1,d pαq can be obtained by
Euler classes of some suitable vector bundles when α is a pullback class from
pPnqk. This property is called a hyperplane property or quantum Lefschetz
property. We note that the description of Euler number makes sense in
algebraic geometry. Using this description, in [3], Chang and Li proved the
following in algebraic geometry: for a quintic threefold Q and for d ą 0,
GW1,d ´GW
red
1,d “
1
12
GW0,d.(1.1)
In [5], Coates and Manolache proved this result for every smooth projective
Calabi-Yau 3-fold Q; using their definition of reduced GW invariants.
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1.1. Desingularization and Decomposition. From now on, we assume
that Q “ tf1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fm “ 0u Ă P
n is a complete intersection in Pn with
codimension m defined by equations f1, ..., fm. For g “ 1, there is a spaceĂMk,d and a morphism b : ĂMk,d ÑM1,kpPn, dq such that
(1) b is a proper,
(2) the complex defined by a pullback of the natural perfect obstruction
theory on M1,kpP
n, dq,
pRπ˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1qq_
is again a perfect obstruction theory on ĂMk,d where π is a projection
from a universal curve and ev is a universal morphism,
(3) ĂMk,d is locally defined by an equation F : R0 Ă R ˆ Cn Ñ Cn
where R is a smooth space; R0 Ă RˆCn is an open subset; and the
function F has a form of
F pr, w1, ..., wnq “ pgprqw1, ..., gprqwnq
for some function g on R,
(4) the spaces tw1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wn “ 0u (resp. the spaces tgprq “ 0u) glue
to a subspace ĂMredk,d Ă ĂMk,d (resp. a subspace ĂMratk,d Ă ĂMk,d) and
there is a decompositionĂMk,d “ ĂMredk,d Y ĂMratk,d.
Moreover, ĂMredk,d is irreducible, smooth and its image by b isM red1,k pPn, dq.
The morphism b is the same as a desingularization constructed by Vakil
and Zinger in [15]. In [7], Hu and Li found local defining equation for k “ 0.
We note that in [7, Remark 5.7], Hu and Li mentioned that their results can
be extended when the marked points exist. For a desingularization b defined
by Vakil and Zinger, the condition (1) above is trivial and (2) is satisfied by
[1, Proposition 7.2]. In Section 2, we will provide a detail about conditions
(3) and (4) mentioned in the last paragraph of [7].
In [5], the class rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir is defined as follows: Let π : C Ñ ĂMredk,d
be the universal curve and ev : C Ñ Pn be the evaluation morphism. It
is known that for l ą 0, π˚ev
˚OPnplq is locally free by [7, Theorem 2.11].
Let N red :“ π˚ev
˚p‘mi“1OPnpdegfiqq|ĂMredQ,k,d be a vector bundle on a spaceĂMredQ,k,d :“ ĂMredk,d ˆM1,kpPn,dqred M1,kpQ, dqred. It is proven that the normal
cone CĂMredQ,k,d{ĂMredk,d is embedded in a total space of N red in [5].
Definition 1.2 ([5]). The virtual fundamental class rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir is de-
fined by
rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir :“ b1˚p0
!
Nred
rCĂMred
Q,k,d
{ĂMred
k,d
sq P A˚pM
red
1,k pQ, dqqQ
where b1 : ĂMredQ,k,d ÑM red1,k pQ, dq is a restriction of b.
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By definition, when α is a pullback class from pPnqk we note that GW red1,d pαq
is equal to the degree of a class epN redq X rĂMredk,d s X ev˚α in A0pĂMredk,d qQ.
Here, ep´q stands for an Euler class. This expression is sometimes helpful;
see [11, 19, 13].
1.2. Moduli space with fields. The moduli spaces of stable maps with
fields M g,kpP
n, dqp have constructed by Chang and Li in [2]. Recall that
Mg,kpP
n, dq is a moduli space consisting of pC,L, uq where C is a prestable
genus g curve with k marked points; L is a degree d line bundle on C
and u “ pu0, . . . , unq P H
0pC,L‘pn`1qq which satisfies a certain stabil-
ity condition. By definition, Mg,kpP
n, dqp is a moduli space consisting of
pC,L, u, pq where pC,L, uq is an object inMg,kpP
n, dq and p “ pp1, . . . , pmq P
H0pC, p‘iL
b´degfiqbωCq. Here, ωC is a dualizing sheaf of C. We note that
Mg,kpP
n, dqp does depend on degrees of fi, not Q.
By using cosection localization [8], one can define a class rM g,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc
in Chow group of Mg,kpQ, dq which has the same virtual dimension as the
one of rMg,kpQ, dqs
vir. For quintic threefold Q and for k “ 0, both virtual
dimensions are zero. In [2], Chang and Li proved that
degrMg,0pP
n, dqpsvirloc “ p´1q
5d`1´gdegrMg,0pQ, dqs
vir P Q,
for d ą 0 and for quintic threefold Q. For the proof of (1.1) in [3], Chang
and Li used this result. In [9, 4], it is proven that
rMg,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfi`m´mgrMg,kpQ, dqs
vir(1.2)
P Ac1pTQqXd`p1´gqpdimQ´3q`kpMg,kpQ, dqqQ,
for any complete intersection Q “ tf1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fm “ 0u Ă P
n. By (1.2),
Theorem 1.1 can be restated with invariants using the cycle rM g,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc
which we believe more easier to handle than the cycle rM g,kpQ, dqs
vir.
By a desingularization in Section §1.1, for g “ 1, we have
b : ĂMpk,d :“ ĂMk,d ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqp ÑM1,kpPn, dqp
which satisfies
(1) the complex defined by a pullback of the natural perfect obstruction
theory on M1,kpP
n, dqp
pRπ˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q
à
‘iRπ˚pev
˚OPnp´liq b ωπqq
_
is again a perfect obstruction theory on ĂMpk,d where π is a projection
from a universal curve and ev is a universal morphism, and the local-
ized virtual cycle defined by a pull-back of a cosection (introduced
in Section §3 more precisely) defines a class rĂMpk,dsvirloc. Moreover, it
satisfies an equivalence of classes
b˚rĂMpk,dsvirloc “ rM 1,kpPn, dqpsvirloc,(1.3)
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(2) ĂMpk,d is locally defined by an equation rF : rR Ă RˆCnˆCm Ñ Cn`m
where R is the same space as in (3) of Section §1.1; rR Ă Rˆ Cn`m
is an open subset; and the function rF has a form ofrF pr, w1, ..., wn, t1, ..., tmq “ pgprqw1, ..., gprqwn, gprqt1, ..., gprqtmq.
Here, the function g on R is defined in (3) Section §1.1.
Let Cpk,d be an intrinsic normal cone of
ĂMpk,d and Cp,redk,d be a (unique)
irreducible component supported on the gluing of tw1 “ ... “ wn “ 0u. Let
C
p,rat
k,d be the union of rest components in C
p
k,d. A decomposition of a cycle
rCpk,ds “ rC
p,red
k,d s ` rC
p,rat
k,d s gives us a decomposition of a class r
ĂMpk,dsvirloc “
Ared `Arat. The precise descriptions of Ared and Arat are given in the end
of Section §3. We will show that
p´1qd
ř
i degfib˚A
red “ rM
red
1,k pQ, dqs
vir(1.4)
p´1qd
ř
i degfib˚A
rat X ev˚α “
"
0 dimQ “ 2,
2´c1pTQqXdrlines
24
GW0,dpαq dimQ “ 3.
(1.5)
We obtain Theorem 1.1 by combining (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). We will
discuss the conditions (1) and (2) for b : ĂMpk,d ÑM1,kpPn, dqp in Section 3.
We will show (1.4) (resp. (1.5)) in Section 4 (resp. Section 5).
1.3. Remark. When k is not zero, the proof has different feature from the
case when k is zero. A degree of a cycle is preserved by a proper pushforward.
Hence, for a calculation, it is enough to know its pushforward expression into
a better space. We don’t need to really know a precise cycle. But, to define
a cap product, we really need a cycle.
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Notations
The following is a table of notations which will be frequently used.
Q a complete intersection in Pn defined by tf1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fm “ 0u
π : C Ñ X a universal curve on a stack X
ev an evaluation morphism from C
Mg,k the moduli space of prestable genus g curves with k marked
pointsĂM1,k or ĂM the Vakil-Zinger blow-up of M1,k
M
w
g,k the moduli space parametrizing pC,wq where C PMg,k and
w is a weight function on irreducible components of C
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Bun
g,k
C˚
or B the moduli space parametrizing pC,Lq where C PMg,k and
L is a line bundle on CrB1,k or rB ĂMˆM1,k B
TA a tangent sheaf of A
TA{B a tangent sheaf of A relative to B
CA{B a normal cone to A in B
NA{B a normal sheaf to A in BĂMk,d or ĂM ĂMˆM1,k M1,kpPn, dqĂMredk,d or ĂMred the reduced component of ĂMĂMratk,d or ĂMrat the rational component of ĂMĂMµ an irreducible component of ĂMrat indexed by µĂMQ,k,d or ĂMQ ĂMˆM1,k M1,kpQ, dqĂMredQ,k,d or ĂMredQ ĂMred ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpQ, dqĂMratQ,k,d or ĂMratQ ĂMrat ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpQ, dq
Mg,kpP
n, dqp the moduli space of genus g, degree d stable map to Pn
with k marked points and p-fieldsĂMpk,d or ĂMp ĂMk,d ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqpĂMp,red the reduced component of ĂMpĂMpred ĂMred ˆ ĂM ĂMpĂMp,rat ĂMrat ˆ ĂM ĂMpĂMp,µ an irreducible component of ĂMp,rat indexed by µ
h1{h0pE0 Ñ E1q a bundle stack rE1{E0s
0!
h1{h0pEq,σ or 0
!
E,σ a localized Gysin map
|E| the total space of a vector bundle E
Zpαq a degeneracy locus of a cosection α, or equivalently pα_q´1p0q
Epαq zero of a function wα : |E| Ñ C induced by
a cosection α : E Ñ O
C
p the intrinsic normal cone of ĂMp relative to rB
C
p,red an irreducible component of Cp supported on ĂMp,red
C
p,µ an irreducible component of Cp supported on ĂMp,µ
C
p,µ
∆
a union of components of Cp supported on ĂMpred X ĂMp,µ
2. Hu-Li’s local equations of Vakil-Zinger’s desingularization;
review and generalization to cases with marked points.
To explain local defining equations of a desingularization, we introduce
some terminologies in combinatorics first.
A rooted tree is a pair pΓ, ‹q where Γ is a tree which has a partial ordering
given by descendant relation on the set of vertices V erpΓq and ‹ P V erpΓq is
a vertex, called a root, such that every vertex except for ‹ is a descendant of
‹. In other words, every vertex except for ‹ has exactly one direct ascendant
and ‹ is an ascendant of every other vertices. A tree Γ is allowed to have
half-edges, called legs. For a rooted tree pΓ, ‹q, a vertex is called terminal
if it has no descendants. We denote the set of terminal vertices by V erpΓqt,
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and the set of non-root vertices by V erpΓq˚ “ V erpΓqzt‹u. A weighted
rooted tree is a pair pΓ, ‹, wq (or, simply, pΓ, wq) where pΓ, ‹q is a rooted tree
and w is a function w : V erpΓq Ñ Zě0. A weighted rooted tree pΓ, wq is
called terminally weighted if a vertex has a positive weight if and only if it
is terminal.
Let pΓ, ‹q be a terminally weighted rooted tree. A trunk of Γ is the
maximal path ‹ “ v0 ă v1 ă . . . ă vr such that vi`1 is the only direct
descendant of vi for 0 ď i ď r ´ 1. Here, the convention is that x ă y if
and only if x is an ascendant of y. Note that r can be zero. We call vr the
branch vertex of Γ. We abbreviate the trunk of Γ by ‹vr. When vr “ ‹ we
say that Γ has no trunk.
Let ‹vr be the trunk of Γ. If Γ is not a path tree, i.e., ‹vr Ĺ Γ, then Γ
is obtained by attaching l ą 1 rooted trees γ1, . . . , γl to vr which are called
branches. The following picture is an example of a rooted tree
Γ “ ‹
v1
...
vr
γ1
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
γ2
⑦⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
... γl´1
❅❅
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ γl
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
.
For a weighted genus one nodal curve with k-marked points pC,wq PMw1,k,
we associated a terminally weighted rooted tree ΓC with k legs. First, we
consider a dual graph associated with a curve. Marked points correspond
to legs. The minimal genus one connected component may correspond to a
cycle in a dual curve, then contract it to the unique vertex which will be
the root. Finally, to make this tree to be terminally weighted, we do some
pruning process; see [7, Section 3.4] for the pruning process.
For later use, we introduce an advancing operation at a certain vertex
by presenting a specific example. See [7, Section 3.4] for the detail. Let us
start with a following example of terminally weighted rooted tree with legs
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ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3:
˝ a
...
˝ b
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
‚
ℓ1
c ˝ d
γ1
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌
... γk
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵ ℓ2
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄ ℓ3
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
(2.1)
If we take advancing at a terminal vertex c, then we obtain the following
tree p1q, where the weight of the vertex c is the sum of the original weight
of c and the weights of trees γ1,...,γk, (for short, it kills every descendant
of the direct ascendant of c except for legs and puts killed weights and legs
on c). If we take advancing at a non-terminal vertex d, then we obtain the
following tree p2q, (for short, it shifts every other descendant of the direct
ascendant of d except for legs to descendant of d):
p1q : ˝
...
a
˝ b
‚ c
ℓ3
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄ℓ1 ℓ2
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵
, p2q : ˝ a
...
˝ b
˝ d
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
γ1
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎
... γk
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴ ℓ2
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃ ℓ3
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
‚c
ℓ1
2.1. Vakil-Zinger blow-up ĂM of M1,k. In this section, we will describe a
Vakil-Zinger’s blow-up in [15] locally. More precisely, for each closed point
x PMw1,k, we will describe local coordinate functions on
ĂM in terms of corre-
sponding terminally weighted rooted tree Γ to x. Let V be a neighborhood
of image of x on M1,k.
We associate a coordinate function τv : V Ñ C for each v P V erpΓq
˚
corresponding to a smoothing node (associated to an edge of v and its direct
ascendant). Let v1, ..., vb P V erpΓq
˚ be direct descendants of the branch
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vertex. Take a blow up
V r1s :“ Bltτv1“¨¨¨“τvb“0uV Ă V ˆ P
b´1.
Let y1, ..., yb be homogeneous coordinates on P
b´1. Now, we have b many
choices of open charts V
r1s
i :“ tτvi ‰ 0u of V
r1s for each i. We observe that
y1, ..., yi´1, τvi , yi`1, ..., yb are coordinate functions on V
r1s
i . We associate an
advancing graph Γ
r1s
i at vi of Γ to V
r1s
i . We may regard yj as corresponding
coordinates of direct descendants of the branch vertex of Γ
r1s
i if vi is not
terminal in Γ.
For instance, let us consider the graph Γ in (2.1). We have a coordinate
τv for each v P V erpΓq
˚. If we do an advancing at c, then the corresponding
coordinates for V erpΓ
r1s
c q˚ are τb and τc. If we do an advancing at d, then the
corresponding coordinates for V erpΓ
r1s
d q
˚ are τb, τd, yc and τv for descendants
v of d.
For simplicity, we let pV r1s,Γr1sq :“ pV
r1s
i ,Γ
r1s
i q. If vi is not terminal, we
do this process again to get pV r2s,Γr2sq. We can do this process (possibly
many choices) to get pV rqs,Γrqsq until Γrqs will be a path tree. It is known
that V rqs is a neighborhood of ĂM and we get coordinate functions on V rqs
corresponding to V erpΓrqsq˚.
2.2. Local defining equations and decomposition of ĂM. Recall thatĂM “ ĂM ˆM1,k M1,kpPn, dq. For a closed point at ĂM, we can associate a
terminally weighted rooted tree Γ because we have a forgetful morphismĂMÑ M1,kpPn, dq Ñ Mw1,k. Let us do the process described in Section §2.1
to get pV rqs,Γrqsq where
Γrqs “ ‹v1 . . . vra1 . . . aq
is a path tree. Here, ‹vr is a trunk of Γ.
Let Mdiv1,k be the moduli stack parametrizing pC,Dq where C P M1,k and
D is a divisor on C. Let ĂMdiv :“ ĂMˆM1,k Mdiv1,k and V rqs :“ V rqs ˆĂM ĂMdiv .
We obtain local coordinate functions rτv1 , ..., rτvr , rτa1 , ..., rτaq on V rqs. Let w1,
..., wn be coordinates on C
n and let rτ :“ rτv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rτvrrτa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rτaq .
Proposition 2.1. [7, Theorem 2.17 and Theorem 2.19] Locally, ĂM is em-
bedded as an open substack of F´1p0q where
F : V rqs ˆ Cn ˆCdn Ñ Cn
prτv1 , ..., rτvr , rτa1 , ..., rτaq , w1, ..., wnq ÞÑ prτw1, ..., rτwnq.
Now, we want to describe an irreducible decomposition of ĂM. We note
that the number of legs on Γrjs is k and the sum of weights on Γrjs is d for
all j “ 0, 1, ..., q where Γr0s :“ Γ.
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Construction 2.2. We assign each element of V erpΓrqsq˚ to a set of pairs
tpd1, L1q, . . . , pdℓ, Lℓqu where d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dℓ “ d and Li Ă rks are sets of legs
disjoint to each others. For a vertex vi, we assign a set of single pair tpd, Lqu
where L is a set of legs in Γ attached on vertices vi, . . . , vr, a1, . . . , aq. For a
vertex aj, consider the pruning at direct descent vertices of the branch vertex
of Γrj´1s. Then we have degrees d1, . . . , dℓj and sets of legs L1, . . . , Lℓj at
direct descent vertices of the branch vertex of the pruning of Γrj´1s. We as-
sign a set of pairs tpd1, L1q, pd2, L2q, . . . , pdℓj ,, Lℓj qu for the vertex aj. Here,
the order of pairs is not necessary.
Let S be a set of pairs tpd1, L1q, . . . , pdℓ, Lℓqu appeared in Construction
2.2. For µ P S, we assign an irreducible component of ĂM,ĂMµ :“ ĂMˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqµ;
see [15] for the definition of M1,kpP
n, dqµ. By [15], we have an irreducible
decomposition ĂM “ ĂMred Y˜ď
µPS
ĂMµ¸ .
Let s : tv1, ..., vr, a1, ..., aqu Ñ S be an assignment appeared in Construc-
tion 2.2. The decomposition
(2.2) tF “ 0u “ tw1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wn “ 0u Y
˜ď
i
trτvi “ 0u Yď
j
 rτaj “ 0(
¸
is a local description of
ĂMred Y˜ď
i
ĂMspviq Yď
j
ĂMspaj q¸ .
It contains the following meanings:
‚ if µ R ims, tF “ 0u X ĂMµ “ ∅,
‚ locally, trτvi “ 0u,  rτaj “ 0( coincide with ĂMspviq, ĂMspajq,
‚ locally, tw1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wn “ 0u coincides with ĂMred.
In particular, ĂMred is smooth; ĂMrat :“ Ť
µPS
ĂMµ has normal crossing singu-
larities and ĂMred and ĂMrat meet transversally.
Let π : C Ñ ĂM be the universal curve and ev : C Ñ Pn be the evaluation
morphism. In a similar way as in [3, Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.4], we can
prove the following.
Proposition 2.3. On local chart U :“ tF “ 0u in (2.2), we have
Rπ˚ev
˚OPnprq
qis
– rOU
rτ
ÝÑ OU s ‘ rO
‘rd
U Ñ 0s,(2.3)
Rπ˚pev
˚OPnp´rq b ωπq
qis
– rOU
rτ
ÝÑ OU s ‘ r0Ñ O
‘rd
U s,
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for r P Zą0.
We note that two equalities in (2.3) are (Serre) dual to each other. For ev-
ery r ě 0, πµ˚ev
˚
µOPnprq is a locally free sheaf over
ĂMµ and πred˚ev˚redOPnprq
is a locally free sheaf over ĂMred where πµ : C Ñ ĂMµ is the universal curve
and evµ : C Ñ P
n is the evaluation morphism. The morphisms πred and
evred are similarly defined.
3. Structure of desingularization of stable map with fields
Recall that ĂMp :“ ĂM ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqp. Here, the moduli space
M1,kpP
n, dqp can be viewed as follows: let rA
d
ÝÑ Bs be a two term presen-
tation by locally free sheaves of
‘iRπ˚pev
˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπq
on M1,kpP
n, dq. Let p : |A| ÑM1,kpP
n, dq be a projection where |A| denotes
the total space of A. Then, M1,kpP
n, dqp is a zero of a section p˚d : O|A| Ñ
p˚B. The following proposition follows immediately from the base change
theorem, Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 3.1. Locally, ĂMp is embedded as an open substack of rF´1p0q
where rF : V rqs ˆ Cn ˆ Cm ˆ Cnd Ñ Cn`m
prτv1 , ..., rτvr , rτa1 , ..., rτaq , w1, ..., wn, t1, ..., tmq ÞÑ prτw1, ..., rτwn, rτ t1, ..., rτ tmq.
Here, t1, ..., tm are coordinates on C
m. Moreover, an inclusion ĂM ãÑ ĂMp
by a zero section corresponds to tt1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ tm “ 0u Ă t rF “ 0u.
The complex
Rπ˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q
à
‘iRπ˚pev
˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπq(3.1)
on M 1,kpP
n, dqp is the dual of the natural perfect obstruction theory rela-
tive to B :“ Bun1,k
C˚
. A closed point x in M1,kpP
n, dqp has a data pu “
pu0, ..., unq, p “ pp1, ..., pmqq which is a section in
R0π˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q
à
‘iR
0π˚pev
˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπq.
A linear morphism at x
pR1π˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q
à
‘iR
1π˚pev
˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπqq|x Ñ C(3.2)
pu1 “ pu10, ..., u
1
nq, p
1 “ pp11, ..., p
1
mqq ÞÑ
ÿ
j
p1jfjpuq `
ÿ
i,j
pju
1
ipBuifjqpuq
defines a cosection on the obstruction sheaf. By cosection localization method
[8], we can define a cycle rM1,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc P A˚pM 1,kpQ, dqq. A pull-back of
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the complex (3.1) to ĂMp is again a dual of a perfect obstruction theory rela-
tive to rB :“ BˆM1,kĂM by [1, Proposition 7.2]. A pull-back of the cosection
defines a class rĂMpsvirloc P A˚pĂMQq where ĂMQ :“M1,kpQ, dq ˆM1,kpPn,dq ĂM.
Lemma 3.2. The equation (1.3) holds true, i.e., we have
b˚rĂMpsvirloc “ rM1,kpPn, dqpsvirloc.
Proof. We have the following equalities:
rM1,kpP
n, dq~psvirloc “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfirM 1,kpQ, dqs
vir
“ p´1qd
ř
i degfib˚rĂMQsvir
“ b˚rĂMpsvirloc
Here, the first and third equalities come from [9, 4] and the second equality
comes from [6, Theorem 5.0.1]. 
Now, we discuss a decomposition of the intrinsic normal cone CĂMp{ rB. LetĂMp,rat :“ ĂMpˆĂM ĂMrat. We note that ĂMp,rat “ trτ “ 0u Ă t rF “ 0u locally.
Let ĂMp,red be the gluing of tw1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wn “ t1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ tm “ 0u. We note
that ĂMp,red – ĂMred and ĂMp,red ‰ ĂMp ˆĂM ĂMred. Let ĂMpred :“ ĂMp ˆĂMĂMred. Consider an intrinsic normal cone Cp :“ CĂMp{ rB. On ĂMpzĂMp,rat, we
can see that Cp|ĂMpzĂMp,rat “ rpĂMpzĂMp,ratq{TpĂMpzĂMp,ratq{ rBs where T stands
for the tangent bundle. Indeed, ĂMpzĂMp,rat – ĂMzĂMrat is smooth over rB.
Thus its closure in Cp is rĂMred{TĂMred{ rBs “ rĂMp,red{TĂMp,red{ rBs. Let
C
p,red :“ rĂMred{TĂMred{ rBs “ rĂMp,red{TĂMp,red{ rBs Ă Cp.(3.3)
Proposition 3.3. On ĂMpzĂMpred, the tangent sheaf TĂMp{ rB is locally free
and
C
p|ĂMpzĂMp
red
“ rS{T
pĂMpzĂMp
red
q{ rBs
for some rank two bundle S on ĂMpzĂMpred.
Proof. The projection pr : ĂMp,rat Ñ rB is smooth onto its image by Propo-
sition 3.1 and Proposition 2.3. We will show the claim that the image
prpĂMp,ratq Ă rB is a codimension 2 regular embedding. If the claim is true,
then we have
CĂMp{ rB|ĂMpzĂMpred
– CĂMp,rat{prpĂMp,ratq ˆĂMp,rat pr˚NprpĂMp,ratq{ rB|ĂMp,ratzpĂMp,ratXĂMp,redq
– rĂMp,rat{TĂMp,rat{prpĂMp,ratqs ˆĂMp,rat pr˚NprpĂMp,ratq{ rB|ĂMp,ratzpĂMp,ratXĂMp,redq
– rpr˚N
prpĂMp,ratq{ rB{TĂMp,rat{prpĂMp,ratqs|ĂMp,ratzpĂMp,ratXĂMp,redq
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where C, N and T stand for the intrinsic normal cone, normal bundle and
tangent bundle respectively. Here, the first equivalence holds by the claim
and the second equivalence comes from the smoothness of π. So, it is enough
to prove the claim.
Consider a local neighborhood M of ĂM. Let V :“ M ˆĂM ĂMdiv. In
Section §2, we defined coordinate functions τ, τµ P H
0pM,OM q by shrinking
M if necessary such that their pull-backs to V are rτ , rτµ P H0pV,OV q. Let
B :“ M ˆĂM rB. We see that B ˆM tτ “ 0u Ă B is a regular embedding
of codimension 1 and that the image of pr is contained in B ˆM tτ “ 0u
(locally). Let I be the (local) image of pr in B.
Let U :“ PicCM {M be a relative Picard scheme of the universal curve CM
over M parametrizing pC,Lq where C P M and L is a line bundle on C.
There is a smooth surjective morphism U Ñ B of dimension 1. Indeed, it
is known that B – rU{C˚s. It is enough to show that U ˆB I is embedded
in U ˆB pB ˆM tτ “ 0uq of codimension 1. Let pr
1 : ĂMp,rat Ñ rB Ñ ĂM
be the projection. We observe that locally the image pr1pĂMp,ratq is equal
to tτ “ 0u Ă M . Since the projection U ˆM tτ “ 0u Ñ tτ “ 0u is
smooth of relative dimension 1, it is enough to show that there is a section
s : tτ “ 0u Ñ U ˆM tτ “ 0u such that
pr|ĂMp,ratˆĂMtτ“0u “ s ˝ pr1|ĂMp,ratˆĂMtτ“0u(3.4)
where p : ĂMp,rat ˆĂM tτ “ 0u Ñ U ˆM tτ “ 0u is a forgetful morphism.
Indeed, the image of p is U ˆB I.
For each µ P S, we consider projections prµ : ĂMp,µ Ñ rB, pr1µ : ĂMp,µ ÑrBÑ ĂM where ĂMp,µ :“ ĂMµ ˆĂM ĂMp. We can decompose a universal curve
Ctτµ“0u on tτµ “ 0u into two closed subschemes C
1 and C2. For each closed
point x, pC1qx is a genus one subcurve of pCtτµ“0uqx, and pC
2qx are ℓ rational
curves attached to pC1qx. We note that this genus one subcurve pCtτµ“0uqx
may have rational tails. Moreover, C1 X C2 is ℓ many sections of tτµ “ 0u,
whose fiber over x are ℓ attaching nodes.
Next we construct a family of line bundles on Ctτµ“0u in the following
way. By considering ℓ components C21 , . . . , C
2
ℓ of C
2, we can induce maps
φi : tτµ “ 0u Ñ M
w
0,ki`1
. Let B0,k,w :“ Bun
0,k
C˚,w be a stack parametrizing
pC,Lq where C is a genus 0, prestable curve with weight w and k marked
points; and L is a line bundle on C whose degree is w. We note thatB0,k,w is
a substack ofBun0,k
C˚
and that there is the natural morphism pri : M
w
0,ki`1
Ñ
B0,ki`1,w because g “ 0. Let φi :“ pri ˝ φi : tτµ “ 0u Ñ B0,ki`1,w.
Since φ˚i CMw0,ki`1
– C2i , we obtain a line bundle φ
˚
i pLiq on C
2
i where Li is
the universal line bundle on the universal curve CB0,ki`1,w of B0,ki`1,w. By
twisting a suitable bundle π˚i Li for some line bundle Li on tτµ “ 0u and the
projection πi : C
2
i Ñ tτµ “ 0u, we may assume that each φi
˚
pLiq is trivial
when restricted on C1 X C2, which is the ℓ sections of tτµ “ 0u. Therefore
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we can glue trivial bundle on C1 and ℓ line bundles φi
˚
Li on C
2
i to a family
of line bundle L on Ctτµ“0u. This family of line bundles induces a section
sµ : tτµ “ 0u Ñ U ˆM tτµ “ 0u. Moreover, we can easily see that sections
sµ : tτµ “ 0u Ñ UˆM tτµ “ 0u glue to a section s : tτ “ 0u Ñ UˆM tτ “ 0u.
The remaining is to check (3.4). It is enough to check it for each µ P S.
Since the morphism ĂMp,µ ˆĂM tτµ “ 0u Ñ tτµ “ 0u is surjective, it is
enough to show that if pC,x, L, u, pq and pC 1,x1, L1, u1, p1q are objects inĂMp,µˆĂMtτµ “ 0u such that whose images in tτµ “ 0u are isomorphic to each
other, then they are isomorphic to each other as objects in U ˆM tτµ “ 0u.
Since there is a section u of L‘n`1 (and u1 of L1‘n`1 respectively) and we
are working on tτµ “ 0u, both L and L
1 are isomorphic to trivial bundles on
elliptic subcurves. Thus, L and L1 are isomorphic under the isomorphism of
curves. This proves the claim. 
For each µ P S, let Cp,µ Ă Cp be the closure of the rank 2 subbundle stack
C
p|ĂMp,µzĂMp,µXĂMpred . We have a decomposition of Cp
C
p “ Cp,red
ď
YµPSC
p,µ
ď
C
p
∆
where Cp∆ is a (not necessarily irreducible) component in C
p supported on
∆p :“ ĂMpred X ĂMp,rat. The cone Cp∆ can also be decomposed into Cp∆ “Ť
µPS C
p,µ
∆ where C
p,µ
∆ is a component supported on
ĂMpred X ĂMp,µ.
Let Ep be a complex defined by pull-back of (3.1) to ĂMp. Let σ be a
pull-back cosection on h1pEpq (obstruction sheaf). On the other hand, by
Lemma 3.2 and projection formula, we have
p´1q
d
mř
i“1
degfi
GW1,dpαq
“ p´1q
d
mř
i“1
degfi
rM1,kpQ, dqs
vir X
kź
i“1
ev˚i pαiq
“ 0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
p,reds X
kź
i“1
ev˚i pαiq `
ÿ
µPS
0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
µs X
kź
i“1
ev˚i pαiq
where 0!
h1{h0pEpq,σ is a localized Gysin map which is defined in [8] and rC
µs “
rCp,µs ` rCp,µ∆ s. In Section §1.2, we define
Ared :“ 0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
p,reds, Arat :“
ÿ
µPS
0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
µs.(3.5)
4. Contribution from reduced part: Proof of (1.4)
In this section, we want to show the following proposition:
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Proposition 4.1. We have
p´1q
d
mř
i“1
degfi
0!NredrCĂMredQ {ĂMreds “ 0!h1{h0pEpq,σrCp,reds.
Proposition 4.1 implies (1.4) by Definition 1.2 and (3.5). On ĂMp,red “ĂMred, let
E1 :“ Rπ˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q,E2 :“ Rπ˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
,
V
p
1 :“ R
1π˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q, V
p
2 :“ R
1π˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
.
Note that ĂMp,red “ ĂMred is smooth and irreducible. Moreover we have
V
p
1 |ĂMzĂMrat “ 0 and π˚
ˆ
mÀ
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
˙
|ĂMzĂMrat “ 0. Therefore
we have Cp,red “ h1{h0pE1qˆĂMred 0h1{h0pE2q. Here, a zero section of a vector
bundle stack is defined by the following. Let G be a vector bundle stack
on X, which is locally represented by a quotient rG1{G0s of a two term
complex of vector bundles, rG0
φ
Ñ G1s. The zero section 0G : X Ñ G is
locally defined by rG0{G0s Ñ rG1{G0s which is induced from a morphism of
complex rG0
id
Ñ G0s
pid,φq
Ñ rG0
φ
Ñ G0s. By 0G, we mean a closure of an image
of the zero section 0G, which is equal to rImφ{G
0s Ă rG1{G0s.
Then, we consider the closure of the image Im d Ă F 1 in F 1. Then
we define rIm d{F 0s as a closure of the zero section of the bundle stack
h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ rBq and denote it by 0h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂBq.
Next, we prove the following lemma, which is the modification of [3,
Lemma 5.3].
Lemma 4.2. Let G‚ “ rG´1
B
Ñ G0s be a 2-term complex of locally free
sheaves on an integral Deligne-Mumford stack X. Let G0 “: G_0 , G
1 :“
pG´1q
_ and pG‚q
_ “: G‚ “ rG0
d
Ñ G1s. We define a bundle stack G :“
h1{h0pG‚q “ rG1{G0s. We assume that there is a cosection η : h1pG‚q Ñ
OM . Suppose that h
0pG‚q is a torsion sheaf and the image sheaf Im B is
locally free. Then h´1pG‚q is locally free and there is a surjective morphism
of sheaves h1pG‚q Ñ h´1pG‚q
_ whose dual is an isomorphism. Moreover,
we have 0G Ă Gpηq and
0!G,ηr0Gs “ 0
!
h´1pG‚q_,η
r0h´1pG‚q_s
where second η is the cosection on h´1pG‚q
_ induced by an isomorphism
Homph´1pG‚q
_,Oq Ñ Homph1pG‚q,Oq.
Proof. Consider the following exact sequences
0Ñ h´1pG‚q
a
Ñ G´1
B
Ñ G0
b
Ñ h0pG‚q Ñ 0.
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Since Im B is locally free, h´1pG‚q is locally free. We have two exact se-
quences
0Ñ h0pG‚q Ñ G0
d
Ñ G1 Ñ h1pG‚q Ñ0
0Ñ Im B_
ι
Ñ G1
a_
Ñ h´1pG‚q
_ Ñ0.
Since the morphism G0{h0pG‚q Ñ Im B_ induced by pIm B ãÑ G0q
_ is in-
jective, h1pG‚q Ñ h´1pG‚q
_ is a surjective morphism of sheaves. Since the
kernel of d_ “ B and the kernel of ι_ are identical, we have an isomorphism
Homph´1pG‚q
_,Oq Ñ Homph1pG‚q,Oq. Hence, we may consider the cosec-
tion η of h1pG‚q as a cosection of h´1pG‚q
_. By definition, 0G “ rIm d{G
0s.
Since h0pG‚q is a torsion sheaf and X is integral, we can choose an open
dense subset U Ă X such that h0pG‚q|U “ 0. Let us denote Im d by Z.
Then Z is equal to the closure of Z ˆX U in G
1. Since h0pG‚q|U “ 0, we
obtain the short exact sequence of locally free sheaves
0Ñ G0|U
d
Ñ G1|U
a_
Ñ h1pG‚q|U Ñ 0.
Therefore, Im d ˆX U “ Z ˆX U “ |kera
_|U |. Since kera
_ is irreducible,
we conclude that Z “ |kera_|. Therefore, if we consider a composed co-
section η ˝ a_ : G1 Ñ OX , it is clear that Z Ă G
1pη ˝ a_q. Thus we
check that 0G Ă Gpηq, and 0
!
G,ηr0Gs “ 0
!
G1,η˝a_ rZs “ 0
!
G1,η˝a_ r|kera
_|s “
0!
h´1pG‚q_,η
r0h´1pG‚q_ s. 
As we explained in (3.2), we define cosections σ1 : V
p
1 Ñ OĂMp,red , σ2 :
V
p
2 Ñ OĂMp,red and σ “ σ1 ‘ σ2 : V p1 ‘ V p2 Ñ OĂMp,red . Moreover, it is
well-known that
E1
qis
–
”
A0
dAÑ A1
ı
,E2
qis
–
”
B0
dBÑ B1
ı
for some vector bundles A0, A1, B0, B1 on ĂMp,red. We have E1 “ rA1{A0s,
E2 “ rB1{B0s and there are induced cosections σ1 : A1 Ñ OĂMp,red , σ2 :
B1 Ñ OĂMp,red and σ : A1‘B1 Ñ OĂMp,red . Let ZB :“ Im dB . By Proposition
2.3, we can easily check that the 2-term complex rB0
dBÑ B1s
_ satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 4.2.
By Lemma 4.2, we compute the contribution from the reduced component
as follows. Let i : pσ_q´1p0q ãÑ pσ_2 q
´1p0q be an inclusion of the degeneracy
loci. We note that this is an isomorphism.
0!h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂBq,σrC
p,reds(4.1)
“ i˚0
!
h1{h0pE1q‘h1{h0pE2q,σ
rCp,reds
“ i˚0
!
h1{h0pE1q‘h1{h0pE2q,σ
rh1{h0pE1q ˆĂMp,red 0h1{h0pE2qs
“ 0!h1{h0pE1q‘h1{h0pE2q,σ2rh
1{h0pE1q ˆĂMp,red 0h1{h0pE2qs
“ 0!N_,σ2r0N_ s “ 0
!
N_,σ2
rĂMp,reds.
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where N :“ π˚ev
˚ ‘i OPnpdegfiq – pV
p
2 q
_. Here, the third equality will
be explained in the proof of Proposition 5.2 and the fourth equality is by
Lemma 4.2. We note that pσ_2 q
´1p0q “ ĂMredQ .
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let
T :“ TĂMp,red{ rB – π˚ev˚OPnp1q‘n`1.
The defining morphisms f1, ..., fm induces a section β : OĂMp,red Ñ N . Since
β´1p0q “ ĂMredQ and N red – N |ĂMredQ – N |β´1p0q, we have
0!NredrCĂMredQ {ĂMreds “ β!rĂMreds “ β!rĂMp,reds.(4.2)
We can observe that the cosection σ2 : N
_ Ñ OĂMp,red is exactly equal to
β_. By (4.1) we have
0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
p,reds “ 0!N_,σ2r
ĂMp,reds “ 0!N_,β_rĂMp,reds.(4.3)
Proposition 4.1 is obtained by (4.2), (4.3) and the fact
p´1qd
ř
i degfiβ!rĂMp,reds “ 0!N_,β_rĂMp,reds.
We note that rankN “ d
ř
i degfi. 
5. Contribution from rational part: Proof of (1.5)
In this section we compute 0!
h1{h0pEpq,σrC
µs for each µ P S. We introduce
some notations for convenience. Let
V1 :“ R
1π˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q, V2 :“ R
1π˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
,
and let V :“ V1 ‘ V2 be vector bundles on ĂMrat. Let V p1 , V p2 , and V p be
similarly defined vector bundles on ĂMp,rat. Note that rankV1 “ n` 1 and
rankV2 “ dp
ř
i degfiq `m. Let
A :“ R0π˚ev
˚OPnp1q
‘pn`1q ‘R0π˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
be a vector bundle on ĂMp,rat. Note that Ep|ĂMp,rat – rA 0ÝÑ V ps. Let
σ1 : V
p
1 Ñ OĂMp,rat and σ2 : V p2 Ñ OĂMp,rat be cosections defined by the
pullbacks of the morphisms
pu10, . . . , u
1
nq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
pi
nÿ
j“0
Bfi
Buj
pu0, . . . , unqu
1
j ,
pp11, . . . , p
1
mq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
p1ifipu0, . . . , unq,
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respectively. Then σ “ σ1‘σ2. Let C
µ :“ Cµˆh1{h0pEpq |V
p| and Cp,µ, Cp,µ∆
be similarly defined stacks. We denote |S| the total space of a vector bundle
S in general. Note that
0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
µs “ 0!V p,σrC
µs “ 0!V p,σrC
p,µs ` 0!V p,σrC
p,µ
∆ s(5.1)
for each µ P S.
Let γ : ĂMp,rat Ñ ĂMrat be a projection and let Θ :“ ĂMred X ĂMrat. The
following proposition is crucial for the calculation.
Proposition 5.1. [3, Proposition 7.1] There is a sub-bundle F “ F1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘
Fm Ă V2|Θ where F1, . . . , Fm are line bundles such that :
Cµ X |0‘ V p2 | Ă
ĂMp,rat Y |γ˚F |
for each µ. Here, ĂMp,rat is the image of a zero section.
Next, we recall the constructions in [3, Section 6]. Let P :“ PpA2‘OĂMratq
be a compactification of ĂMp,rat whereA2 :“ R0π˚ˆ mÀ
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
˙
is a vector bundle on ĂMrat. Note that |A2| – ĂMp,rat. Let γ : PÑ ĂMrat be
the projection. Note that ĂMrat is identified with Pp0‘OMratq Ă P. We will
call it the zero section of P. Let D8 :“ PpA2 ‘ 0q be the divisor at infinity.
Let V
p
1 :“ γ
˚V1p´D8q and V
p
2 :“ γ
˚V2. There is a tautological section tA2
of the vector bundle γ˚A2pD8q on P. There are canonical homomorphisms
of sheaves ξ1 : V1 bA2 Ñ OĂMrat , ξ2 : V2 Ñ OĂMrat defined by the pullbacks
of
p 9u0, . . . , 9unq b pp1, . . . , pmq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
pi
nÿ
j“0
Bfi
Buj
pu0, . . . , unq 9uj ,
p 9p1, . . . , 9pmq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
9pifipu0, . . . , unq,
respectively. We define σ1 : V
p
1 Ñ OP to be γ
˚pξ1qp´, tN q and σ2 :“ γ
˚pξ2q.
And we define a cosection σ by σ1 ‘ σ2 : V
p
:“ V
p
1 ‘ V
p
2 Ñ OP.
Let ι : Zpσq ãÑ Zpσ2q be the inclusion of degeneracy loci of cosections.
We note that Zpσq “ ĂMratQ and Zpσ2q “ γ´1pZpσqq, which is a Pm-bundle
P|ĂMrat
Q
over ĂMratQ . Moreover, ιpZpσqq is the zero section of the P|ĂMrat
Q
. The
following proposition is important for localizing target space Pn to Q.
Proposition 5.2.
ι˚0
!
V
p
,σ
“ 0!
V
p
2 ,σ2
˝ 0!
V
p
1
: A˚pV
p
pσqq Ñ A˚pZpσ2qqQ – A˚pP|ĂMratQ qQ.
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where 0!
V
p
1
is in fact a bivariant class from V
p
pσq to V
p
2pσ2q for the following
fiber diagram :
V
p
pσq 

// |V
p
| // |V
p
1|
V
p
2pσ2q
  //
?
OO
|V
p
2|
?
OO
// P.
?
0
V
p
1
OO
Proof. Let q : |V
p
| Ñ P be the projection, and tV p be the tautological section
of q˚V
p
. Consider wσ :“ q
˚σ ˝ tV p P ΓpO|V p|q. Recall that w
´1
σ p0q “ V
p
pσq.
By [9, Theorem 2.6], we have
0!
V
p
,σ
“ tdpV
p
|Zpσqq ¨ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσq ptq
˚σ, tV puq
where tq˚σ, tV u is a Koszul 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on V
p
pσq
induced by q˚σ and tV p ; see [12, 9] for the notations. We will use so called
A1-homotopy invariance of localized Chern characters in [12, Lemma 2.1].
Consider the projections q11 : |V
p
| Ñ |V
p
1|, q
1
2 : |V
p
| Ñ |V
p
2| and q1 :
|V
p
1| Ñ P, q2 : |V
p
2| Ñ P. Also consider the tautological sections tV p1
of q˚1V
p
1
and tV p2
of q˚2V
p
2. We have tV p “ pq
1
1q
˚tV p1
‘ pq12q
˚tV p2
. Moreover, since σ “
σ1 ‘ σ2, we have tq
˚σ, tV pu “ tq
˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b tq˚σ1, pq
1
1q
˚tV p1
u. Consider
the A1-family of a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on V
p
pσq ˆ A1,
tq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b tλq˚σ1, pq
1
1q
˚tV p1
u
where λ P A1 is an A1-parameter. By [12, Lemma 2.1], we have
ι˚ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσq ptq
˚σ, tV puq “ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ, tV puq
“ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b tq˚σ1, pq
1
1q
˚tV p1
uq
“ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b t0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq.
Thus, we obtain
(5.2) ι˚0
!
V
p
,σ
“ tdpV
p
|Zpσ2qq ¨ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b t0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq.
By [12, Proposition 2.3(vi)],
ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b t0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq
“ ch
V
p
pσq
q´1
1
pZpσ2qq
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
uq ˝ ch
V
p
pσq
q´1
2
pPqXV
p
pσq
pt0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq.
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Note that q´12 pPq X V
p
pσq “ V
p
2pσ2q. Thus, the equation (5.2) becomes
ι˚0
!
V
p
,σ
“tdpV
p
|Zpσ2qq ¨ ch
V
p
pσq
Zpσ2q
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
u b t0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq
“tdpV
p
1|Zpσ2qq ¨ ch
V
p
pσq
q´1
1
pZpσ2qq
ptq˚σ2, pq
1
2q
˚tV p2
uq
˝ tdpV
p
2|Zpσ2qq ¨ ch
V
p
pσq
q´1
2
pPqXV
p
pσq
pt0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uq
“0!
V
p
2,σ2
˝ 0!
V
p
1
.
Here, the last equality comes from [9, Theorem 2.6]. 
As a corollary, we have the following proposition. For an integral closed
substack Z of V ppσq Ă |V p|, let Z be the closure in |V
p
|. Here, we identify
|V p| with |V
p
|PzD8 |, which is a dense open subset of |V
p
|. Let Zb :“ Z X
|0‘V
p
2|. We consider a normal cone CZb{Z , which is naturally embedded in
|V
p
| as a closed substack.
Proposition 5.3. We have
0!V p,σrZs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
0!
V
p
1
rZs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
0!
V
p
1
rCZb{Zs
P A˚pZpσqqQ “ A˚pĂMratQ qQ.
Proof. By applying γ˚ to Proposition 5.2, we have
γ˚ι˚0
!
V
p
,σ
“ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
˝ 0!
V
p
1
.
Since ι ˝ γ “ id, we have
0!
V
p
,σ
rZs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
˝ 0!
V
p
1
rZs
for any irreducible sublocus Z Ă V ppσq. It is clear that 0!
V
p
,σ
rZs “ 0!V p,σrZs
by the compatibility with the flat pullback i : |A2| ãÑ P and the bivariant
class 0!
V
p
,σ
. The second equality comes from the following equality:
0!
V
p
1
rZs “ 0!
V
p
1
rCZb{Zs in A˚pV
p
2pσ2qqQ.
Indeed, it follows from [12, Lemma 2.1] for an A1-family of classes that
ch
MZb{Z
ZbˆA1
pφ˚t0, pq11q
˚tV p1
uqrMZb{Zs P A˚pZb ˆ A
1qQ
where MZb{Z is the space of the deformation of Z to the normal cone CZb{Z
and φ : MZb{Z Ă |V
p
| ˆ A1 Ñ |V
p
| is the composition of an inclusion and a
projection. Note that Zb Ă V
p
2pσ2q since we take Z P Z˚pV
ppσqq. 
For a decomposition by integral cycles rCp,µs “
ř
irW
µ
i s P A˚pV
ppσqq,
µ P S, let Rµ1 :“
ř
irCpWµi qb{W
µ
i
s. By Proposition 5.3, we have
0!V p,σrC
p,µs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
0!
V
p
1
rRµ1 s.(5.3)
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By Proposition 5.1, the cycle 0!
V
p
1
rRµ1 s lies on
ĂMp,rat. Let Bµ1 :“ 0!V p1 rRµ1 s P
A˚pĂMp,ratqQ. Similarly, for a decomposition by integral cycles rCp,µ∆ s “ř
irZ
µ
i s P A˚pV
ppσqq, µ P S, let Rµ2 :“
ř
irCpZµi qb{Z
µ
i
s. By Proposition 5.3,
we have
0!V p,σrC
p,µ
∆ s “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
0!
V
p
1
rRµ2 s.(5.4)
By Proposition 5.1, the cycle 0!
V
p
1
rRµ2 s lies on |γ
˚F |. Let Bµ2 :“ 0
!
V
p
1
rRµ2 s P
A˚p|γ
˚F |qQ.
Now, we compute the dimensions of Bµi . By using local defining equations,
we see that ĂMµ are pure with the same dimension for all µ. Thus, we may
assume that µ “ tpd, rksqu. We have
dimĂMµ “ dimĂMtpd,rksqu “ dimpM0,k`1pPn, dq ˆM1,1q
“ pd` 1qpn ` 1q ` k ´ 2.
Hence, we have dimĂMp,µ “ pd` 1qpn` 1q ` k`m´ 2. By Proposition 3.3,
we deduce that Cµ has dimension pd`1qpn`1q`k`m. On the other hand,
we have rankV p1 “ rankV1 “ n` 1. Therefore, we have
(5.5) Bµ1 P Adpn`1q`k`mp
ĂMp,ratq, Bµ2 P Adpn`1q`k`mp|γ˚F |q.
By (5.1), (5.3), (5.4) and Proposition 5.3, we have
0!h1{h0pEpq,σrC
µs “ 0!V p,σrC
µs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ1 q ` γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ2 q.(5.6)
5.0.1. Contribution of γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ2 q. Now, we will show that γ˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ2 q “
0 for each µ P S. Consider the projection |γ˚F | Ñ |F | induced by the pro-
jection γ : P Ñ ĂMrat. Note that γ is proper. We have γ˚0!V p2,σ2pBµ2 q “
0!V2,ξ2pγ˚B
µ
2 q. By (5.5), γ˚B
µ
2 P Adpn`1q`k`mp|F |q. We can observe that the
dimension of |F | is equal to
dimΘ`m “ dimĂMµ ´ n`m “ dpn ` 1q ` k `m´ 1.
So we have Adpn`1q`k`mp|F |q “ 0 and γ˚B
µ
2 “ 0.
5.0.2. Contribution of γ˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ1 q.
Proposition 5.4. If Q is 2-fold,
γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q X
kź
j“0
ev˚j pαjq “ 0(5.7)
for any cohomology classes αj P H
˚pQ,Qq. The same equation (5.7) holds
true if Q is 3-fold and µ ‰ tpd, rksqu.
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Proof. Let µ “ tpd1, L1q, ..., pdℓ, Lℓqu, ki :“ |Li|, k0 :“ k´
ℓř
i“1
ki and Sµ be a
subgroup of the symmetric group Sℓ, which permutes pd1, . . . , dℓq but does
not changes the element µ. If µ is not of the form tpd, L1qu, we definepXµ :“ `M0,k1`1pPn, d1q ˆPn ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆPn M0,kℓ`1pPn, dℓq˘
and define Xµ :“ pXµ{Sµ where each morphism M0,kj`1pPn, djq Ñ Pn is a
pkj ` 1q-th evaluation map. In particular, when µ is of the form tpd, L1qu,
Xµ is isomorphic to M0,k1pP
n, dq.
Next, we construct a proper morphism rµ : ĂMµ Ñ Xµ by the following.
For a closed point x P ĂMµ, let Cx :“ CĂMµ ˆĂMµ txu and let fx : Cx Ñ Pn be
the tautological morphism. The curve Cx is a union of the genus one subcurve
and ℓ genus 0 curves Cx,1, . . . , Cx,ℓ attached to the genus 1 subcurve. Let
fx,j :“ fx|Cx,j , where there are kj marked points on each of them. For each
Cx,j we can consider kj ` 1 marked points, where first kj-points are original
ones and the last pkj ` 1q-th point is a node which meets the genus one
curve. Here, we define rµpxq :“ r pCx,1, fx,1q, . . . , pCx,ℓ, fx,ℓq s P Xµ.
We construct a rank p
řm
i“1 degfiqd`m-vector bundleWµ on Xµ such that
r˚µW
_
µ – V2. Let πj : Cj ÑM0,kj`1pP
n, djq be a universal curve, pj : pXµ Ñ
M0,kj`1pP
n, djq be the natural projection, φj : Cj Ñ P
n be the universal
morphism, and evj : M0,kj`1pP
n, djq Ñ P
n be the evaluation morphism
at pkj ` 1q-th marked point. Since pXµ is defined as a fiber product via
pkj ` 1q-th evaluation maps, there is an induced single evaluation morphism
ev : pXµ Ñ Pn. Let us define Wj,i :“ πj˚φ˚jOPnpdegfiq. We construct a
vector bundle xWµ,i on pXµ which fits into the following short exact sequence
0Ñ xWµ,i Ñ ‘ℓj“1p˚jWj,i Ñ ev˚ ´Opdegfiq‘ℓ{Opdegfiq¯Ñ 0.
Next we define a section rα_i : O Ñ xWµ,i. Consider the following diagram
0 // xWµ,i // ‘ℓj“1p˚jWj,i e // ev˚ `Opwiq‘ℓ{Opwiq˘ // 0
O
rα_i
OO
△i
// O‘ℓ
‘jfi
OO
where ‘jfi is a map sending each component of the standard basis ej to
fi P p
˚
jWj,i “ p
˚
j pπ˚φ
˚
j pOPnpdegfiqqq and△i is the diagonal morphism. Since
e ˝ ‘jfi ˝△i “ 0, there exists the induced morphism rα_i : O Ñ xWµ,i. Thus
we have rα_ :“ ‘i rαi_ : O Ñ xWµ :“ ‘ixWµ,i. We see that xWµ and rα_ are Sµ-
equivariant. Let Wµ :“ xWµ{Sµ be a vector bundle on Xµ and α :“ rα{Sµ :
W_µ Ñ O be a cosection. We can check that r
˚
µW
_
µ – V2 and r
˚
µα “ ξ2. We
note that Zpαq “
`
M0,k1`1pQ, d1q ˆPn ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆPn M0,kℓ`1pQ, dℓq
˘
{Sµ.
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Let νµ be a proper morphism defined by the composition P
γ
ÝÑ ĂMµ rµÝÑ
Xµ. There is an induced morphism of total spaces of vector bundles
ν 1µ : |V
p
2| “ |γ
˚V2| Ñ |V2| “ |r
˚
µW
_
µ | Ñ |W
_
µ |.
Finally, we have
pνµq˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q “ 0
!
W_µ ,α
ppν 1µq˚pB
µ
1 qq.
We can check that pν 1µq˚pB
µ
1 q P Apn`1qd`k`mpXµq and that
dimXµ “
"
pn` 1qd ´ 2ℓ` n` k ´ k0 if µ is not of the form tpd, L1qu
pn` 1qd ` pn´ 3q ` k ´ k0 if µ is of the form tpd, L1qu.
Recall that dimQ “ n ´ m. If Q is 2-fold, then dimXµ is strictly smaller
than pn ` 1qd ` k ` m. Hence, pνµq˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ1 q “ 0. If Q is 3-fold,
pνµq˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q “ prµq˚γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q “ 0 except for the case when µ “
tpd, rksqu. Let us abbreviate
kś
j“0
ev˚j pαjq by ev
˚pαq. Then we have
γ˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ1 q X ev
˚pαq “ prµq˚pγ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q X ev
˚pαqq
“ prµq˚γ˚p0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q X ev
˚pαqq
“ pνµq˚p0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q X ev
˚pαqq
“ 0!W_µ ,αppνµq˚pB
µ
1 qq X ev
˚pαq “ 0
unless Q is 3-fold and µ “ tpd, rksqu. 
Proposition 5.5. When Q is a 3-fold and µ “ tpd, rksqu, we have
prµq˚γ˚0
!
V
p
2 ,σ2
pBµ1 q “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfi`mcrM 0,kpQ, dqs
vir
in A˚pM0,kpQ, dqqQ for some constant c P Q.
We note that the sign comes from the rank of W_µ .
Proof. Since M0,kpP
n, dq is irreducible by [10], we have
pν 1µq˚B
µ
1 “ crM0,kpP
n, dqs
by dimension reason. We apply 0!W_µ ,α on both side. The left hand side is
0!W_µ ,αppν
1
µq˚B
µ
1 q “ pνµq˚p0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 qq “ prµq˚pγq˚p0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 qq
by the bivariant property of localized Chern characters. We claim that the
right hand side is
c ¨ 0!W_µ ,αrM0,kpP
n, dqs “ p´1qd
ř
i degfi`mc ¨ pα_q!rM0,kpP
n, dqs
“ p´1qd
ř
i degfi`mc ¨ rM0,kpQ, dqs
vir .

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Corollary 5.6. When Q is a 3-fold and µ “ tpd, rksqu, we have
γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q X ev
˚pαq “ p´1qd
ř
i degfi`mcrM 0,kpQ, dqs X ev
˚pαq
where c P Q is the constant introduced in Proposition 5.5.
Next, we compute the constant c. We follow the idea in [3, Section 9].
We fix a k marked points x1, . . . , xk P P
1 and a degree d regular embedding
g : P1 Ñ Pn. Let R “ M 1,1 ˆ P
1 where M1,1 is the moduli space of genus
one stable curves with one marked point. There is a closed embedding
ψg : R Ñ M1,kpP
n, dq defined by the following: For ppE, aq, bq P R, let
C be an elliptic curve with k marked points obtained by gluing E and
pP1, x1, . . . , xkq which identifies a and b, and take stabilization if b is equal
to one of x1, . . . , xk. We write C as C “ E Y T , where T is a genus 0 nodal
curve. If b is not equal to one of x1, . . . , xk, then T “ P
1 and if not, then
T “ P1 Y P1. For latter case, we denote pP1q1 the bridge P
1 component in
T and pP1q2 the other component. We define a morphism gC : C Ñ P
1 such
that gC |E and gC |pP1q1 (if exists) are constant and g|P1 – g (or g|pP1q2 – g),
where P1 is a component in C containing k ordered points, which are equal to
px1, . . . , xkq or one of xi replaced to the node point of the P
1. Here, g|P1 – g
means isomorphism up to automorphism of P1 preserving k ordered points.
We define ψgppE, aq, bq “ pC, gC q.
We can consider R as a closed substack of M1,kpP
n, dq. Let π : CR Ñ R
be a universal curve and let ev : CR Ñ P
n be a universal morphism. Let
LR,i :“ pπq˚pev
˚Op´degfiq b ωπq. Then LR,i are line bundles. We define
a rank m vector bundle AR :“ ‘
m
i“1LR,i. Let PR :“ PpAR ‘ ORq. Let
DR :“ PpAR‘0q be a divisor at infinity. Let γR : PR Ñ R be the projection.
Consider two projections p1 : R Ñ M1,1 and p2 : R Ñ P
1. Let H “
pπM1,1q˚pωCM1,1{M1,1
q be the Hodge bundle of M1,1. Following the idea in
[3, Section 9], we can check that
c “ deg
`
epγ˚pp˚1H
_ b p˚2NgpP1q{Pnqp´DRqq
˘
(5.8)
where ep´q stands for the Euler number.
Let α “ 24 ¨ c1pHq P A
1pM 1,1q and β “ c1pOP1p1qq P A
1pP1q. The total
Chern class of NgpP1q{Pn is equal to 1`ppn`1qd´2qβ. We set α “ γ
˚p˚1α and
β “ γ˚p˚2β. Let F P A
2pPRq be the cohomology class which is the Poincare´
dual of the fiber of the projective bundle. We have F “ α ¨ β, α2 “ β
2
“ 0.
Now, we obtain
cpγ˚pp˚1H
_ b p˚2NgpP1q{Pnqq
“ 1` ppn ` 1qd ´ 2qβ ´
pn´ 1q
24
α´
n´ 2
24
ppn ` 1qd´ 2qF
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where c stands for the total Chern class. Therefore we have:
epγ˚pp˚1H
_ b p˚2NgpP1q{Pnqp´DRqq
“r´DRs
n´1 `
ˆ
ppn ` 1qd´ 2qβ ´
n´ 1
24
α
˙
r´DRs
n´2
´
n´ 2
24
ppn ` 1qd ´ 2qF ¨ r´DRs
n´3.
By the definition of Segre class, we have :
deg pe pγ˚pp˚1H
_ b p˚2NgpP1q{Pnqp´DRqq
˘
“deg
ˆ
r´DRs
n´1 `
ˆ
ppn ` 1qd´ 2qβ ´
n´ 1
24
α
˙
r´DRs
n´2
´
n´ 2
24
ppn ` 1qd´ 2qF ¨ r´DRs
n´3
˙
“deg γ˚
ˆ
r´DRs
n´1 `
ˆ
ppn` 1qd ´ 2qβ ´
n´ 1
24
α
˙
r´DRs
n´2
´
n´ 2
24
ppn` 1qd ´ 2qF ¨ r´DRs
n´3
˙
“p´1qn´1s2pARq ` p´1q
n´2
ˆ
ppn` 1qd ´ 2qp˚2β ´
n´ 1
24
p˚1α
˙
¨ s1pARq
´ p´1qn´3
n´ 2
24
ppn ` 1qd´ 2q ¨ s0pARq.
Here, sip´q stands for the i-th Segre class. We recall that AR “ ‘
m
i“1LR,i
and LR,i – p
˚
1H b p
˚
2g
˚Op´degfiq. Thus we have the total Segre class
spLR,iq “ 1´
1
24
p˚1α` degfi ¨ d ¨ p
˚
2β ´
degfi ¨ d
12
rpts.
By the Whitney sum formula for Segre classes, we have:
spNRq “
mź
i“1
p1´
1
24
p˚1α` degfi ¨ d ¨ p
˚
2β ´
degfi ¨ d
12
rptsq.
Therefore we obtain:
s2pNRq “ ´
m` 1
24
˜ÿ
i
degfi
¸
¨ drpts,
s1pNRq “ ´
m
24
p˚1α`
˜ÿ
i
degfi
¸
d ¨ p˚2β.
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Recall that we are considering the case n´m “ 3. Thus, we have
deg pe pγ˚pp˚1H
_ b p˚2NgpP1q{Pnqp´DRqq
˘
“ p´1qn
˜
n´m´ 2
24
ppn ` 1qd´ 2q ´
˜ÿ
i
degfi
¸
d ¨
n´m´ 2
24
¸
“ p´1qn`1
ˆ
1
12
´
pn` 1´
ř
i degfiq ¨ d
24
˙
“ p´1qn`1
ˆ
2´ c1pTQq ¨ drlines
24
˙
where rlines is the homology class of a projective line in Pn. By (5.8), we
have
c “ p´1qn`1
ˆ
2´ c1pTQq ¨ drlines
24
˙
.(5.9)
The equation (1.5) is obtained by (3.5), (5.6), Section §5.0.1, Proposition
5.4, Corollary 5.6 and (5.9) up to sign p´1qn`1`m “ p´1q4`2m “ 1.
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